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Introduction:   

Built in spliter, creaser, perforator ,wave spliter and corner cutter ,it can mill grooves in the 

book spine and the firmness of binding is greatly improved. It can achieve the level of big 

printing factories. It has temperature -controlling device, and temprature can be adjusted for 

different types of melt glue under various temprature conditions, such as all the seasons and 

different areas.The binding quality is largely improved and more kinds of adhesives can be 

applied. With the unique hardcover groove-pressing plank, the machine can make hardcover 

books.It can bind a softcover book or hardcover book.The hot groove pressing device can 

press grooves as a groove pressing machine does. 

Feature: 

 

The dynamic balancing milling cutter can mill the book spine 

deeply and it doesn't block the paper 

 

The sector adhesive-brushing system is optimized, it can 

brush adhesive flatly and evenly.There is side-adhesive for 

firm binding, and pages don't get loose 
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special chain for transmission, the glue pot run smoothly,it 

can brush adhesive flatly and evenly 

 

Electronic constant temprature controlling  is used for the 

hardcover hot groove pressing plank 

 

Clamping device is made from special material for better 

clamping.It is suitable for not only A4 paper, but also 

notepaper of the size of name cards,etc without adjustment 

 

The adhesive can move on double rails, thus the adhesive is 

brushed evenly and precisely 
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add extra spliter, creaser, perforator ,wave spliter 

 

It can make hardcover books.The hot groove pressing device 

can press grooves as a groove pressing machine does. 

Parameters: 

Model DC-30B 

Type Desktop perfect binding machine 

Brand Signstech 

Milling cutter Yes 

Hot pressing plank Yes 

Multi-functional Yes 

Eletric driven brush glue NO 

Max binding size 320x280mm 

Max binding thickness Two pages-40mm 

Max covert thickness 50-400g 

Heating time 15min(depends on ambient temperature) 

Power 500w 

N.W. 40Kg 

dimension 650x600x500mm 
 


